Controlling the release and production of renin.
The renin-angiotensin system (RAS) plays a pivotal role for a variety of cardiovascular functions. The diversity of renin actions is reflected by its complex control. The major stimulus for the release of renin from the vesicles in juxtaglomerular cells is determined by stretch, as induced by changes in arterial pressure. The production of renin underlies a vastly complex control network, which takes place at different levels, such as transcription and translation. With regard to transcription, important regions for binding transcription factors have been identified several years ago, but the conservation of nucleotide sequences throughout different species suggests that there might be additional binding regions of importance. At the post-transcriptional level, the modulation of renin mRNA stability is seems pivotal. The half-life of renin mRNA appears to be controlled by the interaction between several regulatory proteins, most of which are well known in other systems. Moreover, in addition to the modulation of mRNA stability, the translation efficiency seems to play a key role in determining the amount of renin to be produced.